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The propensity to perceive and exert control in our environment contributes to both our adaptive behavior and general well-being. Prior studies have shown that humans have an inherent behavioral bias toward control-conferring environments and that this bias translates into greater subjective affect and is protective of our well-being. As such, it is vital to understand contextual factors that can alter our preference for control. In our previous work, we demonstrated that the behavioral bias toward control can be captured experimentally as the subjective value of control using a novel Value of Control task. We adapted this task in two experiments to study whether one’s subjective value of control is (a) tied to overestimation of success probability or outcome magnitude (Experiment 1) and (b) affected by the contextual valence of a decision (e.g., gain, loss; Experiment 2). Using a within-subjects design (Experiment 1), we found that participants showed similar behavioral bias toward control regardless of whether probability or magnitude was manipulated, suggesting that the perception of control can increase both how much a reward is subjectively worth and the probability estimation for obtaining the given reward. Using a between-subjects design (Experiment 2), we showed that when the outcome was framed as a potential loss, participants significantly lowered their subjective value of control, suggesting that outcome valence plays a role in shaping how much perceived control influences our behavior. Collectively, these findings offer further insight into the malleability of an individual’s perception of control and drive to perform control-seeking behaviors.
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Our sense of control over our environment represents a basic need that is rooted in our deepest psychological makeup and exerts strong influences on decision-making and behaviors in our daily lives. This need for control often drives us to perform control-seeking actions and gravitate us toward control-conferring situations that fulfill our desire for control. The desire to have control is sometimes so powerful that we can be compelled to choose, even at a cost, situations endowing us with a sense of control over those that present a lack of control. This is because feeling in control itself elicits positive emotions and hence carries a subjective value that can generate approach behavior and bias our actions accordingly. Having an increased sense of control has been argued to serve an important role, both physiologically and psychologically, in helping to maintain general well-being (Leotti, Iyengar, & Ochsner, 2010; Wallston, Wallston, Smith, & Dobbins, 1987). When people feel in control, they tend to report greater happiness and satisfaction in their lives (Calvo, Haverstick, & Sass, 2009; Grob, 2000; Verme, 2009). On the other hand, a diminished or absent sense of control is a hallmark of depression, posttraumatic stress disorder, and addictive states (Bechara, 2005; Frazier, Steward, & Mortensen, 2004; Glass & McKnight, 1996). Thus, it is imperative to understand what factors can influence one’s sense of control and subsequently bias control-seeking behaviors.

Animals and humans alike willingly perform control-seeking behaviors to try to influence their environment (Burger & Cooper, 1979; Leotti et al., 2010; Skinner, 1995; Solomon & Rodin, 1976). These behaviors are encapsulated in the preference that organisms across species demonstrate for having choices over no choices (Bown, Read, & Summers, 2003; Catania & Sagvolden, 1980; Lieberman, Ochsner, Gilbert, & Schacter, 2001; Suzuki, 1997, 1999). Indeed, organisms show an affinity toward exercising control, regardless of whether control is objectively present or has tangible effects on the outcome (Langer, 1975), and will voluntarily work harder when an outcome control is perceived (Schunk, 1991). Taken together, these studies support the notion that perceived control leads to a positive affective signal that encourages approach behavior toward seeking and exercising control (Ly, Wang, Bhanji, & Delgado, 2019).

We have previously shown that perceived control carries a subjective value that drives control-seeking behaviors (K. S. Wang & Delgado, 2019). Specifically, we used a Value of Control (VoC) task in which participants were presented with a series of binary options.
choices between a control-conferring or a control-relinquishing option. Each choice pair differed in the reward expected value (EV), and by examining participants’ choice patterns, we could derive their subjective value of control. Participants attributed a positive subjective value to having control, choosing the option that allowed them to exert control despite accepting a smaller objective reward value. In the current article, we explore two potential factors that could influence this subjective value conferred by control: success probability (Experiment 1) and valence associated with the choice context (Experiment 2).

First, canonical value computations are subserved by both magnitude and success probability (Rangel, Camerer, & Montague, 2008). Prior work exploring how our magnitude and probability estimations are malleable based on our perception of control has found that in situations where the participant believed that the outcome was of the participant’s own actions, the outcome success probability (Krueger & Dickson, 1994; Miller & Ross, 1975) and outcome magnitude (Inzlicht, Shenhar, & Olivola, 2018; L. Wang, Zheng, & Meng, 2017) were both inflated. These findings allude to the possibility that our sense of control bears on the subjective interpretation of success probability and outcome magnitude by encouraging us to overestimate them when we find ourselves in control-conferring situations. As such, do individuals willingly translate their probability and magnitude overestimation (from believing that they have control) into behaviors that require them to take on a cost and choose the control-conferring option even when the alternative control-relinquishing option is objectively better? Answering this question would expand our understanding of potential factors subserving our subjective value of control.

In Experiment 1, we independently manipulated reward magnitude and success probability in an adapted version of the VoC task to probe their respective impact on the subjective value of control. Using a within-subjects design, we hypothesized that independently manipulating both magnitude and probability components would yield subjective biases toward the control-conferring option because the subjective preference for control is likely to inflate both how much a reward is subjectively worth and how likely the individual believes it can be obtained (Kahneman & Tversky, 2013).

Second, an important factor in any decision-making is whether the potential choice leads to positive (e.g., gain) or negative (e.g., loss) consequences. The context of the choice can be influenced by framing the valence of the outcomes associated with the decision. Insofar as it pertains to our sense of control, it has previously been shown that in loss compared with gain contexts, participants not only have a weaker perception of control (Alloy & Abramson, 1979), but perhaps driven by the riskier circumstances of losses—because losses loom larger than gains (i.e., loss aversion; Kahneman, Knetsch, & Thaler, 1991)—they are also less likely to perceive having control to begin with (Dunn & Wilson, 1990). Another related line of work on self-serving bias (Miller & Ross, 1975) has reported that individuals’ inherent sense of control is strongly related to whether they attribute failures (as in losses) to others instead of themselves (Campbell & Sedikides, 1999; Silvester, Anderson-Gough, Anderson, & Mohamed, 2002). As such, it is plausible that in the loss frame compared with the gain frame, participants would have a dampened desire to take on a cost to exercise control and accordingly show a lower subjective value of control. To test whether the valence associated with the choice context affects how much control is subjectively valued, we adapted the VoC task in Experiment 2 to present it either in a gain or loss frame to investigate potential changes in participants’ subjective value of control. Using a between-subjects design, we hypothesized that participants who were asked to evaluate their preference for control in a loss context would show a weaker preference toward exercising control (i.e., lower subjective value of control) compared with those assessing control in a gain context.

**Experiment 1**

The aim of this experiment was to investigate whether success probability and outcome magnitude would differentially influence participants’ subjective value of control in a reward-based context.

**Method**

**Participants.** Fifty participants (13 males and 37 females) between the ages of 18 and 42 (mean $M = 20.08$, standard deviation $SD = 3.82$) were recruited from the Rutgers University Department of Psychology R-Points System. A power analysis for a paired $t$ test was conducted according to the guidelines established by Lipsey (1990) using G*Power (Version 3.1; Faul, Erdfelder, Lang, & Buchner, 2007). To achieve an alpha of 0.05, a power of 0.80, and a medium effect size of 0.5, the desired sample size was 34. Extra participant recruitment was planned to offset potential experimental dropout and data loss. Participants were informed that their participation would earn them research credits for classwork as well as a chance for a monetary bonus (up to $5) based on task performance. Prior to the experiment, all participants read and signed consent forms detailing the experimental procedures approved by the Rutgers University Institutional Review Board. We excluded participants from data analysis if they met one of two related exclusion criteria determined prior to data collection: (a) Participants indicated verbally during the debriefing that they did not understand the task or were not engaged in the task. (b) Participants reported a random-choice pattern as indicated by an abnormally high or low point of equivalence (POE) measure. In total, seven participants were removed from data analysis (final participant count was 43).

**Value of control task.** The VoC task was designed to measure an individual’s subjective value for exerting control during decision-making (K. S. Wang & Delgado, 2019). Each VoC trial was divided into two phases: choice and game phases. All computerized parts of the task were coded and presented using MATLAB and Psychtoolbox 3 (Brainard, 1997).

**Choice phase.** In the choice phase, participants were presented with a binary choice between a SELF option that gave them control over the subsequent game or a COMP option that represented relinquishing control of gameplay to the computer. Note that the placement of SELF/COMP options on the screen (i.e., left or right) was counterbalanced. We manipulated the reward EV of each option within the pairings so as to probe participants’ choice pattern during the task. EV was manipulated by changing either the experimental points (i.e., magnitude, ranging from 0 to 20 in increments of 2) or success probability (ranging from 0% to 100% in increments of 10%) associated with each option. The choice phase terminated with a jittered 1.5- to 3.5-s interstimulus interval (ISI) after participants had made their selection.
**Game phase.** The game phase was adapted from Delgado, Nystrom, Fissell, Noll, and Fiez (2000) and consisted of a card-guessing game where participants were shown an unknown card that was concealing a number between 1 and 9. The objective of the game was to guess whether the concealed number was higher or lower than the number 5 (the number 5 itself was not an option). Depending on the option picked in the choice phase, participants could either make the guess themselves (i.e., SELF option) or have the computer play in their stead (i.e., COMP option). Regardless of what participants selected during the choice phase, they responded with a single button press during the game phase to ensure that motor effort was not relevant in biasing participants’ choices. Each choice phase concluded with a jittered 2- to 4-s intertrial interval (ITI) that featured a fixation cross to signal the end of each trial. There was no feedback phase so as to minimize any opportunity to learn and prevent potential feedback bias on successive trials.

Any correct response either by the participant or the computer, resulted in the rewarding of the associated experimental points into participants’ point bank, whereas incorrect guesses yielded no net gain or loss. Participants’ performance in the experiment was resolved during the debriefing, when their point bank was revealed and converted into a monetary reward.

**Training version of the value of control task.** Prior to undergoing the actual task, participants first performed a shorter training version (20 trials) of the VoC task in order to learn the game. In the training version, participants were presented with an equal number of forced choices directed at either the SELF or the COMP option. Both options carried matching experimental points (verbalized but not displayed on the screen), and the placement of the options on the screen was counterbalanced across participants. The key distinction in the training version of the task was the inclusion of the feedback phase after the game phase, in which participants received feedback on the outcome of the card-guessing game after each trial. A correct guess by either the participant or the computer was shown as a green numbered card, whereas an incorrect guess was shown as a red numbered card. This was included to allow participants to experience the outcomes of both the SELF and COMP options, where they received 50% successful and 50% unsuccessful trials for both options.

Each feedback phase lasted 1 s and was followed by a jittered ITI lasting 2 to 4 s. At the conclusion of the training phase, participants were asked about their understanding of the game, especially the difference between the two choices. Participants were never explicitly asked about the contingencies for the options to avoid potential instructional bias. **Experimental design.** Participants completed both the training and testing versions of the VoC task in that order. In the testing version, there were two counterbalanced experimental conditions (i.e., magnitude and probability), each featured in a run of 44 randomized trials. Importantly, the EV for the COMP/SELF pairings across all trials was equated between the two conditions.

Upon completing the computerized tasks, participants were asked to complete three paper questionnaires. The three questionnaires were given in the same order to all participants: (a) Mini Mood and Anxiety Symptom Questionnaire (MASQ; Clark & Watson, 1995); (b) General Perceived Self-Efficacy (GPSE; Schwarzer & Jerusalem, 2010); (c) Internal-External Locus of Control (LOC; Rotter, 1966). We included these questionnaires to measure participants’ level of anhedonic depression as related to their mood (Clark & Watson, 1995), perception of self-efficacy (Schwarzer & Jerusalem, 2010), and locus of control (Rotter, 1966) to assess whether these subjective measures were related to their choices in the VoC task, which would help to shed light on potential underpinnings driving participants’ preference for control.

**Magnitude condition.** In the magnitude-condition trials (see Figure 1), participants were presented with COMP options carrying a fixed success probability (50%) but a varied point value (0–20 points in increments of 2). In contrast, the SELF options were fixed at 10 points with an objective success percentage of 50% (based on task description and training-version feedback). Note that the success percentages of the SELF options were not displayed on the screen to participants. The magnitude condition was identical to the mixed condition in our previous article (K. S. Wang & Delgado, 2019) and thus served as the reference condition to which we compared the probability condition.

**Probability condition.** Conversely, in the probability-condition trials (see Figure 1), participants were presented with COMP options that had a fixed point value (10 points) but a varied success percentage (0–100% in increments of 10%). The SELF options were identical to those presented to participants in the magnitude condition, that is, a fixed value of 10 points and an objective success percentage of 50%.

**Data analyses.** Because we were interested in participants’ choice behavior during the choice phase, we used a two-part analysis to explore whether participants (a) showed any bias toward one specific choice in each of the conditions (i.e., magnitude or probability) and (b) whether their bias was significantly different across the two conditions.

**Derivation of point of equivalence measure.** First, we considered the trial-by-trial data of each participant and fitted their individual choice behavior onto a logistic regression. We coded each trial using the EV difference between the two options (i.e., \( EV_{COMP} - EV_{SELF} \)). The EV was computed by multiplying the success probability (50% based on feedback received in the training version of the task) by the associated point magnitude (range of 5 to 5 in increments of 1). Using EV difference as the independent variable and employing maximum likelihood estimation, we fitted the trial-by-trial choice data of each participant to a single logistic function (Berkson, 1944; Davidson & MacKinnon, 2004; Press & Wilson, 1978; Reed & Berkson, 1929).

Using the logistically-regressed data, we derived the POE measure (i.e., identifying the EV pairing where participants showed a behavioral indifference toward either option) by setting \( p_{SELF} \) (y-intercept) to 0.5 using the inverse of the logistic function

\[
\frac{p_{SELF}}{1 - p_{SELF}} = e^{\beta_0 + \beta_1 x}
\]

where \( p_{SELF} \) is the probability of a SELF choice, \( \beta_0 \) is the coefficient of the constant term, \( \beta_1 \) is the coefficient of the predictor or independent variable, and \( x \) is the predictor (EVCOMP – EVSELF). We solved for \( x \), which we termed the POE measure and interpreted it as the difference in value between the two options (i.e., EVCOMP – EVSELF) for each participant where the participant was equally likely (i.e., \( p_{SELF} = 0.5 \)) to choose either option.

\[
POE = \frac{\ln(1) - \beta_0}{\beta_1}
\]
The derivation of this POE provided a measure of the subjective value that participants ascribed to exerting control. In other words, participants’ POE would yield (in units of experimental points) how much having control (i.e., SELF-option) was valued. We derived this POE for each participant and subsequently used t-tests to compare participants’ POEs for each condition against the hypothesized mean of 0. This hypothesized mean was rooted in our prior work demonstrating that when participants were asked to choose between two options that differed in EV but not along the dimension of control (e.g., two COMP or two SELF options), their mean POEs were not significantly different from 0 (K. S. Wang & Delgado, 2019).

Generalized mixed-effect model. To examine whether the two conditions (i.e., magnitude and probability) yielded differences in participants’ choice behavior, we applied a generalized linear mixed-effects model (GLME) with a logistic link function (MATLAB fitglme) on participants’ trial-by-trial data across both conditions. Again, each trial was coded with the EV difference between the two options (i.e., EV_COMP – EV_SELF). The GLME model formula is as follows:

$$\log \frac{SELF_{sc}}{1 - SELF_{sc}} = \beta_0 + \beta_1 EV_{diff_{sc}} + \beta_2 Conditions_{sc} + \mu_{0s}$$

where $$\log \frac{SELF_{sc}}{1 - SELF_{sc}}$$ is the binomial response variable for SELF choices, $$\beta_0$$ is the fixed-effect intercept, $$\beta_1$$ is the fixed-effect predictor coding for EV difference (for th subject in c condition), $$\beta_2$$ is the fixed-effect predictor for condition (i.e., probability and magnitude), $$\mu_{0s}$$ is the random-effect intercept for the participant, $$\mu_{0sc}$$ is the random-effect intercept for the participant crossed with condition, and $$\epsilon_{sc}$$ is the error term.

Applying a logit function with Laplace distribution (Madsen & Thyregod, 2010), we tested whether condition was a significant predictor.

Reaction time. We examined participants’ reaction time (RT) during the choice phase by running a 2 × 2 analysis of variance (ANOVA) looking at the interaction between the effect of condition (i.e., magnitude or probability) and choice type (i.e., SELF or COMP). The RT analysis would let us rule out differences in decisional uncertainty as a possible explanation for any variations in choice patterns because any significant increase in RT would suggest that participants were more indecisive in one of the two conditions, thereby potentially biasing their choices to the perceived easier option (Bonnet, Fauquet Ars, & Estaún Ferrer, 2008).

Results

We performed a logistic regression analysis on participants’ trial-by-trial data to extract individual participants’ POEs within each condition. A POE of 0 indicated that participants were equally likely to choose either option. We expected that participants’ POEs would be significantly greater than 0, which would suggest that they showed a preference for the SELF option and inflated the subjective value for the said option.

For the magnitude condition, the regression analysis revealed a mean participant POE of 1.24 (Part A of Figure 2; SD = 1.95, range = −5.2 to 8.0). For the probability condition, participants carried a POE of 0.80 (Part A of Figure 2; SD = 2.58, range = −6.7 to 7.7). We found that participants’ POEs in the magnitude condition were significantly different from the hypothesized POE of 0, t(42) = 4.15, 95% confidence interval (CI) [0.63, 1.84], p = .0002, Cohen’s d = 0.64. For the probability condition, the POEs measures were found to not be normally distributed, so
we applied the nonparametric one-sample Wilcoxon’s signed ranked test instead of the originally-planned t test and found that participants’ POEs were also significantly different from the expected POE of 0 (z = 3.2, p = .001, Rosenthal’s r effect size = 0.49). Translating these findings in terms of experimental points, participants’ POEs in the magnitude condition suggested that the SELF option carried an average of 25% point-value increase (percentage conversion based on 1.24-point inflation relative to a maximum of 5 points per choice pair), whereas their POEs in the probability condition suggested that the SELF option carried an average point-value increase of 16% (percentage conversion based on 0.8-point inflation relative to a maximum of 5 points per choice pair).

To examine whether condition significantly predicted participants’ choice behavior, we conducted the GLME on participants’ trial-by-trial data. The fixed-effect predictor of EVdiff was significant, β: −0.57, 95% CI [−0.60, −0.53], standard error (SE): 0.018, t(3,780) = −31.35, p < .0001. More importantly, condition was not a significant predictor (Part B of Figure 2), β: −0.050, 95% CI [−0.26, 0.16], SE: 0.11, t(3,780) = −0.46; p = .64, suggesting that there was no significant difference in choice behavior between the two conditions. Taken together, these findings collectively suggest that across all participants, the SELF option carried a significant value increase compared with the COMP option, regardless of whether the probability or magnitude was manipulated.

Given that a variant of the VoC task was used in a prior published data set (K. S. Wang & Delgado, 2019), we conducted an exploratory analysis to compare that independent sample with a comparable experimental condition (i.e., magnitude condition) in our present study. We observed that the magnitude-condition POEs were not significantly different from the POEs reported in the prior work (z = 0.38, p = .70, Rosenthal’s r effect size = 0.046), thus providing a replication of the value of control.

**Reaction time.** We also quantified participants’ RTs during the choice phase between the two conditions (magnitude: M = 1.98, SD = 0.70; probability: M = 1.68, SD = 0.57). After removing two participants whose RTs were classified as extreme outliers (greater than 3 SD), we conducted a repeated-measure 2 × 2 ANOVA to investigate the effects of condition (i.e., magnitude and probability) and choice type (i.e., SELF and COMP). There were significant main effects of condition, F(1, 120) = 10.37, p = .0017, η² = 0.080, and a marginally significant main effect of choice type, F(1, 120) = 3.51, p = .064, η² = 0.028, but no interaction, F(1, 120) = 0.35, p = .56, η² = 0.0029. Post hoc analysis revealed that participants showed significantly slower choice RTs in the magnitude compared with the probability condition (t = 2.79, p = .006, Cohen’s d = 0.43).

**Questionnaires.** Three questionnaires were collected during the experiment. We probed whether each of the questionnaires was correlated with our POE measure using Bonferroni-adjusted significance level. For the MASQ anhedonic depression score, participants scored an average of 21.0 ± 5.44. For the GPSE scale, participants scored an average of 32.43 ± 3.97. For the LOC scale, participants scored an average of 57.9 ± 1.99. There were no significant correlations between any of the questionnaire scores and the POE measure (MASQ: r = .055, p = .73; GPSE: r = −0.0006, p = .99; LOC: r = −0.11 p = .57).

**Experiment 2**

In Experiment 1, we found that perceived control carried a similar subjective value when probability and magnitude were independently manipulated, suggesting that our preference for control enhances both the subjective interpretation of how likely it is to obtain the outcome and how much that outcome is worth. This finding has implications in helping to delineate the factors that drive an inherent preference for control. When we are endowed with a sense of control over the environment, this perception of control bolsters both our belief that we can successfully obtain the outcome and our willingness to take on a cost to obtain it. Because
our sense of control can inflate the value of an outcome, a related question is whether this perception of control can adapt to the valence of the outcome. In Experiment 2, we manipulated the contextual valence of the choice (gain or loss frame) in a between-subjects study design to investigate whether outcome valence could play a role in altering participants’ subjective value of control.

Method

Participants. Seventy-eight individuals (27 males and 51 females) between the ages of 18 and 45 ($M = 20.4$, $SD = 3.8$) were recruited from the Rutgers University community. Participants received course credit for voluntary participation and were given the opportunity to receive a bonus (monetary compensation up to $5) based on their performance on the task. All participants provided written consent in accordance with the experimental protocol approved by the Rutgers University Institutional Review Board. Participants were randomly assigned to either the gain or loss groups. The sample size was determined based on published work (K. S. Wang & Delgado, 2019), where the desired final group size was at least 27 per group after accounting for experimental dropout and data loss. The predefined exclusion criteria (i.e., lack of task comprehension or random-choice pattern) were identical to those described for Experiment 1, and if either was met, the participant was removed from data analysis. In total, 12 individuals from the loss group and 4 from the gain group met exclusion criteria. Final data analysis was conducted on data collected from 31 participants in the loss group and 31 in the gain group (21 males and 41 females; $M = 20.4$, $SD = 4.1$).

Experimental design. Participants in both groups first completed the gambling game questionnaire (Benartzi & Thaler, 1999), which assessed their loss aversion based on their choices between different gamble pairs, before undergoing a four-trial training version of the VoC task (see Experiment 1 “Methods” section). They subsequently completed the testing version of the VoC task featuring two identical runs of 44 trials each. Note that the placement of the SELF and COMP options on the screen was counterbalanced across participants from both groups. Across all trials, each choice phase lasted until the participant selected an option. This selection was immediately followed by a 1.5- to 3.5-s fixation period (ISI). The game phase also lasted until a choice was made with the press of the button, followed by the conclusion of each trial with a 2- to 4-s ITI.

Between the first and second experimental run, participants from both groups completed one paper questionnaire: the LOC (Rotter, 1966). At the conclusion of the second experimental run, participants were asked to complete one more paper questionnaire: the Behavioral Inhibition System/Behavioral Activation System (BIS/BAS) Scale (Carver & White, 1994). These questionnaires were included to measure participants’ loss aversion (Benartzi & Thaler, 1999), locus of control (Rotter, 1966), and reward approach behaviors (Carver & White, 1994) to assess for potential relationships between these subjective measures and participants’ choices in the VoC task.

Gain group. At the conclusion of the training phase, participants were shown a white envelope holding $5 with the explicit instruction that it represented the monetary bonus they could earn by performing well in the VoC task. They were told the $5 translated into a maximum of 1,000 experimental points. Specifically, the experimental winnings were divided into five progressive point tiers, each worth $1. Prior to starting the first experimental run of the VoC task, participants were presented with a screen with the following question: “How many points do you have in your point bank?” to explicitly probe whether they understood that they started with 0 points and that their objective was to gain points during the task to maximize their monetary reward. Participants were also informed that they would never lose points during the task.

In the VoC task, participants were presented with the COMP and SELF choice pairs during each choice phase. Also shown on the screen were the point magnitudes associated with each option. The COMP options carried possible point magnitudes that ranged from 0 to 20 points in increments of 2. In contrast, the SELF options always carried 10 experimental points. To highlight that points could be gained, we added “+” signs in front of the point magnitudes displayed for both options (see Figure 3). The gain group had a comparable experimental design as our previously published article (K. S. Wang & Delgado, 2019) and hence served as the reference group to which we compared the loss group.

Loss group. At the conclusion of the training phase, participants were shown a white envelope holding $5 with the explicit instruction that it represented the monetary bonus and experimental points (1,000 points) they possessed at this juncture of the experiment. They were informed to minimize the monetary reward they would lose by performing well in the VoC task. Prior to starting the first experimental run of the VoC task, participants were presented with a screen with the following question: “How many points do you have in your point bank?” to explicitly probe whether they understood that they started with 1,000 points and that the objective was to avoid losing points during the task to retain the maximum monetary reward. Participants were instructed that the points were tiered into five progressive thresholds, each associated with $1.

Similar to the gain group, participants in the loss group were also presented with the COMP and SELF choice pairs during each choice phase of the VoC task. We showed the point magnitudes associated with each option on the screen, and to highlight that points could be lost, we added “−” signs in front of the point magnitudes (see Figure 3). In particular, the COMP options carried possible point magnitudes that ranged from 0 to 20 points in increments of 2. In contrast, the SELF options always carried 10 experimental points. Participants were informed that they would never gain points in the experiment and that any successful VoC trials would prevent the loss of points.

Data analyses. Data analyses were similar to those described for Experiment 1, except that participants’ POEs were computed by coding each trial using the magnitude difference (−10 to 10 points in increments of 2) between the two options based on their presentation during the task (i.e., the magnitude difference was used as the independent variable in each participant’s logistic function). We first fitted each participant’s trial-by-trial data onto a logistic function with magnitude difference as the independent variable (i.e., $\text{Mag}_{\text{COMP}} - \text{Mag}_{\text{SELF}}$). From the logistically regressed data, we derived the POE measure for all participants using the inverse of the logistic function and compared this measure for each condition using a $t$ test against the hypothesized mean of 0. We next considered whether group (i.e., gain
and loss) was a significant predictor of participants’ choices by applying a GLME with a logistic link function on participants’ trial-by-trial data across both conditions. Each trial was coded using the magnitude difference (range of −10 to 10 in increments of 2) between the two options (i.e., \( \text{Mag}_\text{COMP} - \text{Mag}_\text{SELF} \)). The GLME model formula is as follows:

\[
\log \left( \frac{\text{SELF}\_\text{sg}}{1 - \text{SELF}\_\text{sg}} \right) = \beta_0 + \beta_1 \text{MAGdiff}_s + \beta_2 \text{Group}_s + \mu_{0S} + \mu_{0S}\_s + \varepsilon_s
\]

where \( \log \left( \frac{\text{SELF}\_\text{sg}}{1 - \text{SELF}\_\text{sg}} \right) \) is the binomial response variable for SELF choices, \( \beta_0 \) is the fixed-effect intercept, \( \beta_1 \) is the fixed-effect predictor coding for magnitude difference (for \( s \)th subject in \( g \) group), \( \beta_2 \) is the fixed-effect predictor for group (i.e., gain and loss), \( \mu_{0S} \) is the random-effect intercept for participants, \( \mu_{0S}\_s \) is the random-effect intercept for participants nested within group, and \( \varepsilon_s \) is the error term. Applying a logit function with Laplace distribution (Madsen & Thyregod, 2010), we investigated whether group was a significant predictor.

Finally, we also examined whether there were group differences in participants’ choice RTs using a 2 (gain vs. loss) × 2 (SELF vs. COMP) ANOVA.

**Results**

To examine how much greater subjective value was attributed to the SELF option in each of the two groups (i.e., gain and loss), we performed a logistic regression analysis on participants’ trial-by-trial data to extract individual participants’ POEs within each group. Again, if controllability did not contribute at all to decision making, participants’ POEs were expected to be 0 to indicate that participants were equally likely to choose either the SELF or COMP option when both options carried equal point magnitude. Based on participants’ choice bias from the aforementioned analysis, we predicted that the POEs extracted from both groups would be greater than 0 but that the gain group would have a significantly higher POEs compared with the loss group. We tested this hypothesis within each group before using a GLME to test for the effect of group on participants’ choice behavior.

For the gain group, the regression model revealed a mean participant POE of 3.00 (Part A of Figure 4, SD = 4.7, range = −2.0 to 21.5), whereas for the loss group, the regression analysis yielded an average participant POE of 0.81 (Part A of Figure 4, SD = 2.2, range = −7.7 to 5.5). The POEs measures for both the gain and loss groups were found to not be normally distributed; therefore, to compare each group to the hypothesized POE of 0, we applied the nonparametric one-sample Wilcoxon’s signed ranked test instead of the originally-planned t test. The gain group had significantly different POEs from the expected POE of 0 (\( z = 4.21, p < .001 \), Rosenthal’s \( r \) effect size = 0.76), suggesting that the SELF option carried a 30% point-value inflation compared with the COMP option. The loss group also showed significantly different POEs from the expected POE of 0 (\( z = −2.92, p = .0027 \), Rosenthal’s \( r \) effect size = 0.52), suggesting that the SELF option carried an 8% point-value inflation compared with the COMP option.

To determine whether group significantly predicted participants’ choice behavior, we implemented a GLME. The fixed-

---

*Figure 3.* Gain and loss versions of the Value of Control (VoC) task. Participants in the gain group were presented with a choice phase where they were asked to choose between two options (SELF or COMP) that both presented the opportunity to obtain experimental points. The participants in the loss group were instead shown a choice phase where they had to choose between the SELF and COMP options that each carried experimental points that they could potentially lose. Participants’ decisions in the choice phase determined how they would play the game phase. The goal of both groups was to be successful in the game phase in order to either earn points (i.e., gain group) or prevent the loss of points already possessed (i.e., loss group).
Cohen’s d = 0.087, Cohen’s d = 0.022, and choice type, 0.015, suggesting that there was a significant difference in choice behavior between the two groups. Taken together, participants from the gain group attributed a significantly greater value inflation for the SELF option compared with those in the loss group.

Figure 4. Choice behavior between gain and loss groups. (A) Participants’ average points of equivalence (POEs) for the two groups. (B) Participants’ choice behavior fitted to a mixed-effect logistic function. Participants in the gain group (blue [dark gray] solid line) attributed a significantly larger subjective value (i.e., POE measure) toward control (i.e., SELF choices) compared with those in the loss group (red [light gray] dashed line). The red [light gray] horizontal line indicates a SELF-choice proportion of 0.5. The intersection between the choice curves and this horizontal line marks the POE measure across participants. See the online article for the color version of this figure.

effect predictor of magnitude difference was significant, β: 0.009, 95% CI [0.0004, 0.018], SE: 0.0044, t(5,453) = 2.06; p = .039.

More importantly, group was a significant predictor (Part B of Figure 4), β: −0.26, 95% CI [−0.47, −0.050], SE: 0.11, t(5,453) = −2.43; p = .015, suggesting that there was a significant difference in choice behavior between the two groups. Taken together, participants from the gain group attributed a significantly greater value inflation for the SELF option compared with those in the loss group.

Given that a similar but not identical version of the VoC task was implemented in our prior work (K. S. Wang & Delgado, 2019), we explored whether the POEs obtained in that independent sample were different from a comparable condition (i.e., gain group) in our present study. We observed a replication of the prior findings. Therefore, we added the loss-aversion scores as a covariate and found that even after controlling for participants’ loss-aversion scores, there was a significant group difference between the gain and loss groups in their preference for the SELF option, F(1, 57) = 5.59, p = .021, η^2 = 0.089, and their POE measures, F(1, 57) = 5.33, p = .025, η^2 = 0.086.

We also examined if these questionnaires correlated with our POE measure for each group. In the gain group, we found no significant correlations between any of the questionnaire scores and the POE measure using Bonferroni-adjusted significance level, loss aversion: r(27) = 0.084, p = .69; LOC: r(27) = 0.094, p = .66; BAS drive: r(27) = −0.17, p = .41; BAS fun-seeking: r(27) = 0.25, p = .22; BAS reward responsiveness: r(27) = 0.21, p = .32. Interestingly, for the loss group, we found a significant negative correlation between BAS fun-seeking and the POE measure using Bonferroni-adjusted significance level, r(28) = −0.52, p = .0071. We compared the relationships that the gain and loss groups each demonstrated between POE and BAS fun-seeking and found that the two groups differed significantly in how their respective POE measures related to their BAS fun-seeking scores (z = −3.03, p = .0024). The other questionnaire scores were not significantly correlated with the POE measure, loss aversion:

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Questionnaire</th>
<th>Gain group (M ± SD)</th>
<th>Loss group (M ± SD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gambling game</td>
<td>1.11 ± 1.94</td>
<td>1.81 ± 1.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Locus of Control</td>
<td>5.70 ± 2.14</td>
<td>5.57 ± 2.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIS/BAS—drive</td>
<td>11.55 ± 2.59</td>
<td>12.58 ± 2.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIS/BAS—fun-seeking</td>
<td>12.35 ± 2.39</td>
<td>12.16 ± 2.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIS/BAS—reward responsiveness</td>
<td>18.27 ± 1.66</td>
<td>18.35 ± 1.72</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. BIS/BAS = Behavioral Inhibition System/Behavioral Activation System Scales.
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We observed that participants, when placed in a loss frame, significantly dampened their preference toward control and decreased their subjective value accordingly. This decrease in the preference for control was possibly driven by the undesirability of the outcome in the loss frame (i.e., potentially losing points). When the outcome became undesirable, participants, perhaps driven by a loss-aversion or self-serving bias, decreased their subjective value of control and lowered the cost they were willing to take on to have control.

**General Discussion**

We set out to investigate factors that could exert influence on participants’ subjective value of control. In Experiment 1, we found that participants showed comparable behavioral preference toward exercising control when reward probability and magnitude were independently manipulated. In Experiment 2, we observed that when participants were asked to assess their preference for control in a loss frame, their subjective value of control was significantly diminished compared with when they were presented the decision in a gain frame. Together, these findings collectively suggest that probability and magnitude both contribute to biasing our behavior toward exercising control and that this subjective value of control is responsive to outcome valence.

Given our previous finding showing that perceived control influences the subjective assessment of the reward value (K. S. Wang & Delgado, 2019), we replicated the results and further demonstrated that the desire for control encouraged behavioral bias toward the control-conferring option irrespective of whether probability or magnitude was individually manipulated. We can draw two viable conclusions from the findings in Experiment 1. First, participants’ subjective valuation of control was fairly consistent even when they were making choices against options that emphasized different subcomponents of value computation (i.e., probability and magnitude). In both conditions, participants showed a behavioral bias toward the control-conferring option, and this observation bolstered the notion that seeking and exercising control is behaviorally reinforcing or, simply, rewarding.

Second and related to the first point, participants’ desire to choose the control-conferring option (i.e., SELF option) and their associated subjective value of control likely involved the inflation of both their probability and magnitude estimations. It is plausible that participants subscribed to the belief that they had a greater chance than the computer to succeed (i.e., self-efficacy; Bandura, 1977) or that they ascribed a greater magnitude to rewards they obtained via their own behaviors (i.e., choosing the SELF option and playing the game themselves). However, it is important to note that our current experimental design did not permit us to fully dissociate how much of a role probability and magnitude each played in governing the value of control but, rather, that they were both likely involved. Thus, our findings from Experiment 1 supported the notion that we attribute a positive subjective value to having that sense of control by means of inflating our probability and magnitude estimations and actively seek out opportunities to exert control.

In Experiment 2, we found that participants in the loss group showed a significantly lowered subjective value of control compared with their counterparts in the gain group. Notably, the gain group showed a subjective value of control comparable to that of an independent cohort in a previously published data set (K. S. Wang & Delgado, 2019), suggesting consistency of the POE measure across samples. These findings collectively suggest that how much we subjectively value control is adaptable to contextual factors, such as how choices are framed in their outcome valence. Our belief in control has been shown to be an unstable measure and is susceptible to changes due to external forces (Hovenkamp-Hermelink et al., 2019; Twenge, Zhang, & Im, 2004). It is therefore likely that our preference for control is also vulnerable to perturbations from factors such as the valence of choices.

Indeed, in Experiment 2, we found that when the same decision was framed as a potential loss, participants’ preference for control weakened, and their subjective value of control decreased accordingly. This finding bolstered conclusions from previous work showing that perceived control in the loss frame was less affectively salient than in the gain frame (Leotti & Delgado, 2014) and that participants were more likely to make optimal choices (e.g., choose based on EV) in a loss frame (Chatterjee, Heath, Milberg, & France, 2000; Park & Cho, 2018). In addition, our observation that only in the loss frame did participants’ subjective value of control show a significant relationship with a subjective trait measure (i.e., BAS fun-seeking scale) further supported the notion that individual differences may play a larger role in the context of negative outcomes. As a group, even though the participants in the loss group showed a weaker preference for control than their gain-group counterparts, they still demonstrated a behavioral preference for the control-conferring option that was in line with previous work (Leotti & Delgado, 2014). It could very well be that in the loss domain, there is more individual variability in how participants perceive and seek control. In addition, even though we did not observe a relationship between our measure of loss aversion and participants’ subjective value of control, it is likely that loss aversion plays an important role in driving participants’ preference for control. As such, further research using a larger sample size and with a more sophisticated assessment of loss aversion (e.g., Sokol-Hessner et al., 2009) is warranted to probe deeper into the individual variability in how we value control, particularly in the context of losses.

In short, perceived control carries a context-dependent subjective value that influences our decision-making in both appetitive and aversive domains. Across the two experiments, we noted that perceiving control can inflate both the success probability and the magnitude of the associated outcome but significantly more so in the context of gains than losses. These findings add to our understanding of factors that can influence how much we subjectively value control in different environments and, in turn, how we adapt our behaviors accordingly. This work has particular implications in clinical populations where the loss of control is often described as a main trigger for symptoms in psychopathologies such as addiction (Belin, Belin-Rauscent, Murray, & Everitt, 2013) and depression (Rubenstein, Alloy, & Abramson, 2016). Although we used a more abstract form of reward in the study (i.e., experimental points), future studies may consider alternative rewards that are
more tangible, such as actual monetary values (e.g., K. S. Wang et al., 2020) or context-specific stimuli (e.g., cigarette puffs; Manglani, Lewis, Wilson, & Delgado, 2017). Moreover, it could be worthwhile to also study the effects of other potential factors on control, such as varying the absolute reward at stake or manipulating success probability in a loss frame. Together, in trying to characterize ways that our subjective value of control can be manipulated, we can improve on our therapeutic interventions for such psychopathologies where our perception of control is often negatively perturbed.
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